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STUDIES IN THE GENERAL THEORY OF RULED SURFACES* 

BY 

E. J. WILCZYNSKI t 

The congruence F, which is made of all the generators of the first kind on 
the osculating hyperboloids of a ruled surface, has a great many interesting 
properties. Some of them have been considered in a previous paper.t We 
shall continue the consideration of this congruence and of configurations associ- 
ated with it, completing in this way some of our previous investigations very 
essentially. We shall also study the osculating linear complex, and the point- 
to-plane correspondence to which it gives rise, enabling us to generalize some 
well-known theorems of CREMONA and LIE. 

For the most part we shall, in this paper, confine our attention to the general 
case, when the flecnode curve intersects every generator in two distinct points. 
The case of coincidence will be left for a future occasioni, as it requires the iise 
of a different normal form for the equations than that here adopted. 

The notations are the same as in previous papers. To save space they are 
not again explained. 

? 1. lThe derivative cubic curve. 

If al and a, are arbitrary, a y,, + a, z, will represent the coordinates of an 
arbitrary point on the generator g of the riiled surface, where (yk, 7.k ) for 
k = 1, 2, 3, 4 are four simultaneous systems of solutions of our system of dif- 
ferential equations, whose determinant does not vanish. We shall usually write 
aly + a2 z, suppressing the index k, as in previous papers. Of course this is 
essentially a form of vector analysis, which enables us to make one equation do 
the work of four. The point a.p + o2 of the corresponding generator g' of *S', 
will then be such that the line joining it to al y + a2 z is a generator of the sec- 

*Presented to the Society (San Francisco) December 19, 1903. Received for publication 
October 20, 1904. 

t Of the Carnegie Institution of Washington. 
t On a certain congruence associated with a given ruled surface. T r a n s a c t i o n s o f t h e A ni e r i - 

can Mathematical Society, vol. 4 (1903), pp. 185-200, hereafter referred to as Congru- 
ence. My other papers will be quoted by the initial words of their title. See Covariants, vol. 
3 (1902), p. 423, footnote. 
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ond kind on the hyperboloid H osculating S along g. Therefore if 8, and f2 
are arbitrary, 

181(alY + a2Z) + 182(alp + a2 0) 

will be an arbitrary point of H. 
If we choose the tetrahedron Py PzPp P,, as tetrahedron of reference for a 

system of homogeneous coordinates, we may take them so that the coordinates 
of any point represented by an expression of the form Xy + /Z + vp + Ko- will 
be x1 ='X, x 2= , x3 = V, x4 =K. We have then 

x 1a,, x2 / -1 a2, x3 f2 , x4 2 2 

as the coordinates of an arbitrary point on H, and therefore 

(1) x1X4-X2X3=O 

as the equation of H tn this system of co6rdinates. 
Let us consider now the hyperboloid H', which osculates S' along g'. The 

co6rdinates of Pp and P,, were obtained from the system of differential equa- 
tions defining S by forming 

p = 2y' + Pll Y + P12- 2 = 2z' + p21Y + P22Z- 

We shall obtain the coordinates of two points on a generator g" of the deriva- 
tive of 5' with respect to x, by applying the same process to the equations 
[Congruence, (15)] which define 5'. The ruled surface S" thus obtained 
shall be naturally called the second derivative of S with respect to x. Its gen- 
erator g" is then a generator of the hyperboloid H' which osculates S' along 
g'. The following quantities 

(2) 2P + P11p + P12T I 21Y + U12 + XllP + X12of 

2o'?P21p + P22o u21y + U22X + X21P + X22 

are the co6rdinates of two points on g". 
These equations show that g" intersects g, if and only if X11X22 - X12 X21 = 0, 

i. e.,if=v11 V22 - V1221 = 0, provided we assume that S' is not developable. 
By changing the independent variable one can always change K into K such that 
K= 0. The equation for 'q, [Congruence, equ. (4)], which must be satisfied 
so as to make K- = 0, is of the second order. Therefore there exist X02 non- 
developable ruled surfaces in the congruence IF, each of which, when con- 
sidered as the first derivative of 8, gives rise to a second derivative whose 
generators intersect the corresponding generators of S. 

Let us consider any point on g', whose coordinates are E,p + e2 o. The corre- 
sponding point on g" will be given by 

(EIull + E2 U21)Y + (clI1U12 + E2U22>) + (ElXll + E2X21,)p + (e 1.X12 + E2 X22)cT. 
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Therefore, the expression 

(31(E1U11 + E2U21)y + 81(E1U12 + e2U22)z 

+ [81(e1X11 + 62X21) + 82E1] P + [81(61X12 + 62X22) + 82E2] o 

will, for arbitrary values of e1, 81, 829 represent an arbitrary point of H'. 
If we introduce again our special system of co6rdinates we have 

x1= U11 161 + U21 8162 x 3 = 11 8161 + X218 1E2 + 82 e1, 

2 12 81 61 + u22 8 162 e 4 = x21081 e1 + 22 81E62 + 82E62 9 

as the coordinates of an arbitrary point of H'. If we eliminate 8, 8 2 E61 E2 

we find the equation of H': 

(3) u 22 x - u 21x2)[JX4 - (X12u22 - X22U12)x1 + (Xl2U21 - X22U11)X2] 

+ (U12Xl 
- U11x2)[JX3- (X11U22 - X21U12)x1 + (X 1U21 - X21Ull)x2] =0. 

We shall mostly assume that Py and P. are the flecnodes of g, so. that 

u12 u21 = 0, and (3) simplifies into 

(3a) - X12 22 1 + X21u11 +u11 u22 (X11-X22) X1 X2+ullU22 ("22X1X4-UllX2X3) =) 

It is easy to see from (3a) that H' cannot coincide with H, unless S is a quiadric. 
The hyperboloids H and H' have the straight line g' in common. The rest 

of their intersection is therefore, in general, a space cubic. We shall call it the 
derivative cubic, and discuss some of its properties. It is interesting to notice 
that we obtain in this way associated with every ruled surface, a surface con- 
taining a single infinity of twisted cubics. This surface we shall also consider. 

Let us again assume that Py and P. are the flecnodes of g. Then, it follows 
from (1) and (3a) that we may take 

1 tX2 x2 = J(u11 - f22)t, x3 = tx4, 
(4) (4) ~~x = -x X u2t2 -4 uu9X - -- X~' u2 

4 12 22 11 2 - X22) t + 1 I 1 

as the parametric equations of the cubic. From these, the following corollaries 
follow at once. If X1l - 2 = 0, te derivative cubic, and therefore the hyper- 
boloid H', intersects g in two points, which are harimonic co?j?ugates with 
respect to the fiecnodes. If 

(X11 - X22) ? 4X12X21 = 0 

the cubic is tangent to g. The congruence r contains 002 suifaces S' cor- 
responding to each of these properties of the derivative cubic. For, the cor- 
responding equations for y are again of the second order. 

The equation of a plane which is tangent to H' at a point (X 9, x2, x 3 x 4 4), 

Py and Pz being flecnodes, is 
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[ -212 u22 x + `u11 U22 ( X11 -29)x: + u211u2 )2x ]X1 

(5) + [U11U22(Xil - X22)x + 2X , 2 xI -it2 UX3 X2 

-12 u xIx. ? Uan 2 x' - 11 22 23 11 22 1 4XI 

Consider the two points of g" which correspond to P, and P., viz., 

I= (Ulll 0, X11 X12), P2 (0 U22, X21, X22) 

The equations of the two planes tangent to S" or H' at these points respec- 
tively, are 

22 x12 1 U11 22 2 + 
U11U22X4 -o u 2 x 11 21 2 11 22 3 ? 

They intersect g, i. e., the line x3 ,= 0, in two points 

PI ( Ull X221 - "22 X12, 0, 0) jP2 ==(UllX21, U22 X11, 0, 0), 

which coincide, if and only if X11\ 22 - -12 021 i. e., if and only if g" inter- 
sects g, as is moreover geometrically evident. P1 ancd P2 are harmonic con- 
jugates with respect to the flecnodes if X11\ 22 + X12 X21 - 0 i e, under this 
condition the planes, tangent to the second derivative at the points which 
correspond to the fecnodes qf g, divide these fecnodes har-monically. 

The line P. P has, besides Pp, another point in common with H'. Its 
coordinates are found to be (0, u22, X21, 0). Similarly Py P0 intersects H' in 
a second point (u1l 0, 0, X12). Join these two points. The coordinates of 
any point on this line joining them will be ( IUU11, XU22, XX21, ,X 12), where X: u 
determines the position of the particular point. It is easily seen, by substitut- 
ing in (3a), that this line is entirely on H' if Xl - X22=0, and in no other 
case, provided that S' is not developable. We have therefore the following 
result. Corresponding to every point of S we have a point of S'. If 
each of the two fecnodes on a generator g of S be joined to the point of S' 
which corresponds to the other, the two straight lines thus obtained intersect 
the hyperboloid H' osculating S' along g' in two new points. The line join- 
ing these latter points lies entirely on I[', if H' intersects g in two points 
which are harmonic conjuitates with respect to the fecnodes. The converse qf 
the theorem is also true. 

Let us introduce the following abbreviations: 

(6) 1A =2u1 u22 ( U11 U22), IBt + 2CtIt2+ Dt2 
(6) B-v12u22, C22 2 (u1122 - u22v1), 1 1=ill 

and let us write the parameter t of the cubic curve in homogeneous form. Then 
we may write instead of (4), 

x1 = At t2, x3 (Btl + 2Ct1t2 + Dt2)t1 = 

x At1t7, 4 ( Bt2 Ct1 t2 Dt t2 = t t2. 
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If the cubic degenerates, each irreducible part will be a plane curve (a conic 
or a straight line). If therefore the cubic degenerates it must be possible to 
satisfy the equation 

al1x + a 22 + a;3 X3 + a4X = 0, 

for all values of t,: t2, the coefficients being independent of ti : t2. If we sub- 
stitute in this equation the values (7), and equate to zero the coefficients of 
t3, t t2, etc., we find 

(8) a3B=0, a4D - 0, aA Jr 2a3C+ a4B-0, a2A + a 3D + 2a4C- 0. 

Let us assume first that neither B nor D vanishes. Then l = a,4= 0, and 
A 0, for if A were not zero, we would have also al= a2 =, i. e., there 
would be no plane containing, the (supposedly) degenerate cubic. Buit from 
A = 0 follows either n1, - u22 0 ?, which would make S a quadric, or else u1l 
or u22 would vanish, which however contradicts the assumption that P and D 
shall niot be zero. 

Let us now assume B = 0, D = 0. Then a3 0 O, and either ztl or v21 must 
vanish, i. e., either S' is developable or S has a straight line directrix. Sim- 
ilarly if B = 0, D O0. Finally if B = 0, D O l either S has two straight 
line directrices, or else it has one while S' is developable. We have therefore 
the following theorem. If the surface has one or more straight line directrices 
the derivative cubic always degenerates. In all other cases, the only way to 
obtain a degenerate derivative cubic consists in taking as derivative ruled sur- 
face of X, one of the developables of the congruence r. 

Another question at once suggests itself. To every value of x, i. e., to every 
generator of S there belongs a derivative cubic. In general, the cubics belong- 
ing to values of x, differing from each other by an infinitesinmal 8x, will not 
intersect. Their shortest distance will be an infinitesimal of the same order as 
8x. It may happen however that, for an appropriately chosenl variable, this 
distance becomes infinitesimal of a higher order, or as we may say briefly, that 
consecuitive cubics intersect. We ask now: is it possible to choose the inde- 
pendent variable in such a way that every pair of consecutive derivative cubics 
may intersect ? 

By puttingyy , - =zk (k = 1, 2, 3, 4 ) in 

(9) ?> = At,tA(t,y + t,z) + #(t1P + t2oc), 
we obtain the coordinates of any point P? on the cubic. As x changes we go 
from one cubic to another; as t,: t. changes we go from one poinit on a certain 
cubic to another point of the same curve. Equation (9) gives therefore, if both 
x and t : t2 be taken as .variables, the locus of all such points P,,, i. e., the sur- 
face generated by all of the derivative cubics of S. If tl: t2 be chosen as a 
function of x, a curve is picked out upon this surface. Let us differentiate 4 
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totally, i. e., assuming that t1 aiid t2 are functiolns of x, and consider the quan- 
tity 

d?> 
c+ + -- X 

where 8x is an infinitesimal. This will clearly represent the coordinates of a 
point on the adjacent derivative cubic determined by the parameters x + &x and 
tk + dt!dclxSx. If the original cubic and this second one, infinitesimally close 
to it, intersect, it must be possible to choose t, as functions of x in such a way, 
that the corresponding points of the two curves coincide up to infinitesirnals of 
higher than the first order. Therefore dcfdx must differ from a multiple of 4 
only by an infinitesimal quantity. Proceeding to the limit we mnust therefore 
have 

(10) do ( 
We find by differentiation 

U [(t t + t t2)A + A't1t9] (t1y + t2z) 
c z 

+ y [At1 t2 (t' -1-PlI tl 2 21 t2) + -12 

(IGal) + z [.dtl t2 (t2 2-1912 tl 2 P22 t2) + -2->1r22 t2] 
+?p [-At21t2 + J ( t'i - 12P11 tl 21t2) + *'t1] 

+ a' ['APtt,)+ tJ't 2 ff[Ai2 + +(t2 
- -12P2tl - 2-P22 t2 + 0 2] 

denoting as usual differeintiatioll by strokes. 
If we substitute in (10) we find the following four equations: 

(a) [( tl t2 + t' t2 )A + A't1 t2 ] t1 + At, t2 (t' 2-Pll tl -P-P21 t2) 

)A~~~~~~~~~~ +2 Ault tl +,t At, t,t 
(b) [( tl t2 + t t2)A + Att2 ] t2 2 t t 2( - P12 tl -2-P22 t2) 

(11) ?+k'2 a22t2 At1t2 

2c 1-tl t2 + t' ( t -21-PlI tl - - P21 t2) + tl = oj*tl, 
(c) 1 At, t2+ t-p t-p2t) + *(t' t1 =0 
(d) At2t + 2(t I-2-p2 t- -21P22 t2)++ 2= t2=.2 

If we multiply both members of (a) by t2 . of (b) by - t1, and add, and if we 
treat (c) and (d) in the same way, we find 

(e) Att(tl --p11t2 - )21t2) 2 Att2(t2' - P12tl 21P22 t2) 

+ -2101 t2 ( Ull u) 0 , 

(f) ft2(t - P21 PA 2 P21t2) - t1((t - 2P12 t1 -2 P22 t2) 0. 
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Let us assume first J + 0. Divide both members of (f) by f, and com- 
pare with (e). We find 

ft1 t2 (U11 - U22) - 0 

i. e., either S is a quadric, or else either t1 or t2 must vanish identically. 
Assume t1== 0. Then (e) is satisfied. From (f) we would find P21 = 0, for 
t2 cannot be zero, since the ratio t1: t2 is the parameter which determines a point 
on the cubic. But from u21 = P21 =0 follows further v21 ?, i. e., D-O, 
so that in this case f Bt2 + 2 t1t2 O contrary to our assumption. It is 
therefore impossible to satisfy (11) except by putting f 0. According to (c) 
and (d) this gives either t -0 or t - , or A 0. Assume A $ 0 and say 
t= 0. All equations (11) are now satisfied. But from t1 0, 0 follows 
D = 0, i. e., either u11 or v21 must vanish, i. e., either S has a straight line 
directrix or else S' is developable. If however A = 0, either S is a quadric 
or else 5' is developable. 

In connection with our last theorem, we may therefore say: It is impossible 
to choose the surface S' of the congruence F in such a way that consecutive 
derivative cubics may intersect, except in the trivial cases when the cubics are 
degenerate. 

If in (9) we put 0J 0, we obtain the locus of the intersections of the cubic 
with the generator of S to which it belongs, i. e., a certain curve cutting every 
generator twice. This may be an asymptotic curve. It is, in fact, if the further 
conditions 

(12) 9t -pl tl -P21 t2 = wtl 2t: P12t1 - P22 t2 =t2 

are satisfied, where w is arbitrary. For, as (1Oa) shows, the line joining P, to 
Pffi>+?t i. e., the tangent to this curve, is then a generator of the second kind 
on the hyperboloid osculating S along g. In other words it is a tangent to an 
asymptotic curve of S. 

In general, of course the conditions (12) and 0= 0 can not both be satisfied 
at once. The question is: when are these colnditions consistent ? We find 
from (12) 

t- 21 [(PII + w)tl +p21t2], t2 2 [pI2tl + (P22 + w)t2] 

Let us substitute these values of t' and t' in the equation d#/dx = 0. We 
shall find 

[B' + B(p11 + a)) + 0p12] t2 + [D' + D(p22 + w) + Up21] t2 

+ [2C' + BP12 +Dp21 + C(P11 + P22 + 2w)] t, t2 = O 

which compared with * = 0 gives, 

B' + B(p11 + a)) + CP12 = TB, 
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D'+ D(p22 + ?) + Cp21 =TD, 

2C'+ Bp12 +Dp21 + C(P1? + P22?+ 2w )=2TC, 

where T is a proportionality factor. Eliminating , we find 

(a) 2 (B'C-B C') + B C(pl P229)+ ((2C2 -BD)p12 B2 P21= 0 

(13) (b) 2(D'C-DC') + DC(p2-p11) + (2C2 -BD)P21 D')12= 0, 

(c) BD' - B'D + BD(p1I P22) + C(D212 -BP21) = 0. 

We may always assume that our system of differential equations has been so 
written thatPtl p 22 =0. Equations (13) may then be regarded as three 
homogeneous linear equations for 1, p12 P21 . Their determinant must there- 
fore be zero. This gives rise to three alternatives: either C2 - BD or C or 
BD' - B'D must vanish. 

Consider first the case C2 - BD = 0. Equations (13) become 

2(B'C- BC') -B2p21-0 2(D'C- DC')- D2p12 = , 
(14) 

BlD'-B'D + CDT12- CBp21 = 0 

If we multiply both members of the first two equations by CD and - CB 
respectively, add and make use of C2 = BD, we find 

2 C2(DB'- D'B) + C2(CDP12- CBp21) =, 

whence, if C * 0, 

-2(BD'-B'D)+ CDP12- CBP21==0. 

But if we consider the last equation of (14), this gives BD' - B'D 0, 
Dp12 - Bp21 -, which last equation may be written 

-12 P21 ( Ull U22 )2 0 

i. e., the surface S has at least one straight line directrix. 
In the second place let C = 0. Then (13) becomes 

B(Dp12? Bp21)= O, D(DP12+ Bp21) = 0, BD'- B'D = 0. 

According to the first two equations S must either have at least two straight 
line directrices, or else u1l + u22 must be zero. The third condition gives, on 
substituting the values of B and D, 

u22 _II + ! _ V21 o 

22 11 12 21 

if we assume that S has no straight line directrix, so that v12 and v91 are not 
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zero. By integration we finldl 

_22 = const., 
'21 Ul v21 11 

whence, since iII + ut22 =0 in this case, 

P12 = conlst. 
P'21 

But if we substitute inito the condition A = 0 for a surface belonging to a linear 
complex the assumptions u12 = u(91 = p11 - p22 = 0 , which we have made, we 
find either u -U 22= 0, i. e., S is a quadric, or p1p1 p' 2P21 = 0, i. e., 
P12/P21 = const. Therefore we see that if C = 0, S either has straight line 
directrices, or at least belongs to a linear complex. Moreover in that case the 
independent variable must be so chosen as to make u11 + in22 vanish. 

If finally BD' - B'D =0, we find from (13) either C=0 , which leads us 
back to the case jtust considered, or else Dp12 - Bp21 must vanish, which gives 
again a surface S with at least one straight line directrix. 

In all of these cases the surface S belongs to a linlear complex. In the 
special cases the asymptotic lines thus obtained are merely two of the straight 
line directrices, if there are two, or else one straight line directrix and another 
curved asymptotic line obtained by putting i11 + u22 = 0 . If we leave aside 
the trivial cases, we can say that if a r Gled surface belongs to a linear complex, 
and if the independent variable is so chosen that utll + ut22 - 0 the surface of 
derivative cubics determines (tn asymptotic curve upon it which intersects every 
generator twice. 

We have seeni (Congruence, p. 197), that there exists in the congruence r a 
single infinity of ruled surfaces 5' for which Ull + U22 = 0. They are those 
ruled surfaces of F whose intersections with the flecnode surface of S are asymp- 
totic lines upon them. But wee can, also characterze them by saying that such 
a surface is nmade utp of the lines of} r intersecting any asynptotic clurve on 
the flecnode surface of S. In fact, if we assume It12 = ut21 -0 P11 =_p22 - 0, 
we may write the equations of the sheet F' of the flecnode surface as follows: * 

(15) P12 P+ 2 

p"+ [2(q11? q22)- P12P2 P]2 2 Y 2 P1 + [ 2ql-P12q21'-4 P12 q11]y q22 P= 0 

If u11 + u22 = 0, the coefficient of y' inl the second equation vanishes, which 
proves that the curve Cl is an asymptotic curve on F'. The asymptotic curves 

*The system of equations for the flecnode surface, in Congruence, p. 190, equ. (12), does 
not agree exactly with (15) because there the further assumption ul1 Owas made. This should 
have been stated there. 
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on F' acnd F" must therefore correspond to each other. The congruence P is 
therefore a so-called W-congruence. * 

We may now state ouLr theorem as follows: In order that the suiface of 
derivative cubics mzay intersect the ruled surface S in an asymptotic curve, S 
must belong to C4 linear complex. ]oreover, its derivative ruled surface must 
intersect the flecnode surface of S along an asymptotic curve. 

The ctsyrnptotic curve on 8, thus determined, is unique. For the ratio 
B: D which determines it cannot be changed by any transformation of the 
variables subject to the conditions p11 - P22 12 U21 = uI + U22 ? 0. We 
may then take any asymptotic curve of the flecnode surface and consider the 
ruled surface of Ir made up of the lines wbich intersect it. We obtain thus as 
a consequence a single infinity of surfaces miade up of derivative cubics. All of 
of these intersect S along the same asymptotic curve. 

But we notice further that C= 0. Therefore, this asymptotic curve inter- 
sects every generator in two points which are harmonic conljugates with respect 
to the flecmodes. We shall meet this special asymptotic curve again in a later 
paragraph. 

Alnother question suggests itself. Is it possible to choose the independent 
variable of our systein in such a way that the derivative cubics shall be asynmp- 
totic lines on the surface generated by them ? 

In order to answer this question, we must first find the coordinates of the 
osculating plane of the cubic at any one of its poilnts. For the moment we 
prefer to take the equation of the cubic referred to a non-homogeneous paraneter 
t, i. e., in the form 

I= At2, x =At, x3 = Bt3 + 2 Ct2 + Dt, x4 = Bt2 + 20t + D. 

Its intersections with the plane ii= 0, whose coordinates are (ul , U,4) 

will be given by solving the cubic equatioln 

Bu3t3 + (Aut, + 2 Cuc3 + Bu4) t2 + ( A?a2 + 2 CGt4 + Du3) t + Dt4 - 0. 

The three roots of this cubic must coincide if the plane is an osculating plane 
of the cubic curve. They must therefore also satisfy the equations obtained 
from the above by twofold differentiation with respect to t. This gives the fol- 
lowing conditions: 

3Bit3t + Autl + 2 Cu3 + Bu4 -0 

(Au, + 2C3 + Be4 ) t+ Au + 2 Cu,f + DU3 - 0 

(Au2 + 2CU4 + DU3)t + 3Du4= 0. 

Of course, only the ratios of u .. t 4are of interest, so that we may multiply 
U1 * *4 by a common factor if we please. We find 

*Cf. BIANCHI-LUKAT, Vorlesuntgen iiber Differentialgeometrie, p. 315. 
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u1 B2 t3 3BDt -2 CD, t3 AD, 

U2= 2BCt?3B t- Dt , 2=t, ABt3, 

as the co6rdinates of the plane osculating the derivative cubic belonging to the 
generator g at the point whose parameter is t, or in homiogeneous form, 

u=B2 t3 -3Dt -2Dt ADt3 (17) 1l B2t BO t2-2D3 2 3 2Dt 9 

u2-2BCt3 + 3BDt2t2 t D2t3 - ABt3. 

We have already made iise of the expression 

= Atlt2(tly + t2Z) + #(tlp + t2of) 

as giving the coordinates of a poilnt ( t1: t2) of the cubic curve which belongs to 
the argument x, or as giving the coordinates of a point (X, t1: to ) of the surface 
formed by the aggregate of all of these curves. The plane which is tangent to 
this surface at the point (x, t : t2) must contain also the point t1: t2 of the adja- 
cent cubic, i. e., the point whose coordinates are given by 

+ t 3x, 

where in forming 8 f/J1, x, t1 and t2 are regarded as independent variables. 
The tangent plane must therefore contain the point whose co6rdinates are 

0f/1x. We have 

Ox I y 't2--At, t2(I'll tt + P21 t2) + 2 *UI1 tl] 

+ z [A't1 t2 'At1t2(p,2t +p22t2) + ,-#u 2t2] 

+ p [-At t2 2-(P11t1 +p21t2) + * tl 

+ of [2-At1t2 2- (pl2tl + P22t2) + I 

The point, whose coordinates (, *.., 04) are the coefficients of y, , p, of in 
this expression, must be in the tangent plane of the point (X, t1: t2). If there- 
fore, the cubic curve is an asymptotic line upon the surface, its osculating plane 
must contain the point (9 9, *, , i. e., we must have 

(18) u 11 + U2 ? 2 + U3 3 + 4 ? 4 = ?. 

We find in the first place 

=U 11Bt3 + (2A' + 2ul C- Ap1l) tt2 + (t,,D - AP2l) t t2 

( 2 = u22t + ( U22 B - Ap12) t t2 + (2A' + 2u22 C-AP22 ) t2 
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{3 (2B' -Bp1l)t3 + (A -Bp21 + 4C t- 2Cpll) tt2 

+ (2D'- Dpl, - C21)t -t2DP21t2, 

9 =-Bp12t I (2B'- Bp22-2Cp12)tIt2 

+ (A Dp12 + 4C' - 2 Cp22)t1t + (2D- DpD2)t23 

If these values, and the values (17) for u1, *u*, u4 be substituted in (18), and 
the coefficients of t6, t t2, etc., be successively equated to zero, the following 
seven equations make their appearance: 

Ull B3 + AB2P12 - 0 

B2(2A' + 2ul C- Apl1) + 2BUCQ22B-AP129) 

_AB(2B'- Bp22- 2CP12) = 0, 

B2 (u1lD - Ap21)- 3B2Du11 + 2BC(2A' + 2u22 C Ap22 ) 

+ 3BD(U22B - Ap12)- AB(A - Dp12+ 4C' - 2Cp22)= 0, 

- 3BD(2A' + 2u1C- Ap1l) -2BCD(u1l - u22) 

(20) + 3BD(2A' + 2U22 C AP22) 

+ AD(2B' - Bp11) - AB(2D' - DP22) = 9 

-3BD (u 11D -AP21)- 2 CD (2A' + 2u11 C-Ap,I) 
+ 3BD2 22 - D2 (u22B-Ap12)+AD(A-Bp21+ 4 C'-2 Cj11)= )0, 

- 2 CD ( iulD -Ap21)- D2 (2A' + 222 C -AP22 ) 

+ AD(2D' -Dp11 - 2Cp21)= 0, 

- i22 D3- - AD2 p21 = 0 . 

Let us assume that both B and D are different from zero. Then the first 
and last equations give 

Ull U92 u12 + 2u,11 U22 (11 -22 )P12 ?0 ' 11 U,22 v21 -2u11u22 ( -11-U22 )P21 = 0, 

or 
11 u22 ( u11 - "22 )p12 - II Ui'i22 ( "t1 - "'22 )P21 = 0 - 

But all of the possibilities here suggested give zero values to either B or D, 
or both, except u 11 - it22 = 0, in which case S is a quadric. But this is only 
apparently an exception, arising from the fact that in this case the flecnode curve 
is indeterminant. If two of the straight lines of the second set be taken for 
the curves C and C, we have in this case also B = D = 0. 

There remain two possibilities. If B = D = 0 all of the equations (20) are 
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satisfied. If S' is not developable, S must thein belong to a linear congruence. 
If S' is developable, it is sufficient for S to have one straight line directrix. 
In either case the derivative cubic degenerates into a straight lilne, and is there- 
fore obviously an asymptotic curve upon the surface of cubics. 

Finally, it might happen that one only of the two quantities B and D is zero. 
Say B = 0, D + 0. Then the first four equations of (20) are satisfied. The 
other three become 

-4ull C2 + ADp12 + A2 =, 

-2CuilD- D(2A' + 2U22C- AP22) + A(2D' - Dp1) -0 

- u22D - Ap21 = O. 

From the last of these we find 

t6l 22(Ull t- U22)p21 = 0 

whenice, since D * 0, follows u 22 = 0, and therefore A = 0. The second equa- 
tion now gives us C = 0, which also satisfies the first. We havc again S' a 
developable surface, so that the cubic degenerates. Therefore 

The derivative cubics of a ruled sutrface are asymptotic curves, qtpon the sur- 
face formed by their totality, only in the trivial cases when they degenerate 
into straight lines. 

? 2. Null-system of the derivative cubic. 

A twisted cubic always determines a null-system, i. e., a point-to-plane cor- 
respondence with incident elements. Geometrically this correspondence may be 
set up as follows. An arbitrary plane intersects the curve in three points. 
The three planes, which osculate the curve in these points, intersect again in a 
point which is situated in the original plane. This is the point which corre- 
sponds to the plane in the null-system of the cubic. 

We shall nlow set up the equations for this null-system. For thi.s purpose it 
is more convenient to use the equations of the cubic referred to a non-homo- 
geneous parameter t. 

Let t1, t2, t3 be the three values of t which correspond to the three points in 
which the plane 

vIxI + V2x2 + v3x3 + V4x4 = 0 

initersects the cubic. Then t1, t2, t3 are the roots of the cubic equation 

Bv3t3+ (Av? + 2Cv3+ BV4)t2+ (Av2+ Dv3+ 2CV4)t+ Dv=O 0. 

Therefore we shall have 

Av, + 2 Cv3 + BV4 tl + t2 + t3 
Bv3 
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Av2 + DIV3 + 2CV4 t2 t3 + t3 tl + tl t2 

Bv 3 
DB4 _-t_ t t 

B3- 

If we solve these equations for v1/V3, V2/V3, VJV3, then make them homogene- 
ous, and multiply v, ... V4 by the common factor A, we shall find 

1 _=- 2CD + B2tit2t3 -BD(t? +t2 + t3), v3 = AD, 

v2 D2 + 2BCt1t2t3 + BD (t2t3 + t3tl + tlt2) v4= - ABtlt2t3. 
The co6rdinates of the planes which osculate the curve in the three points 

t1, t2, t3, are, according to (16), 

u(') =B2t3 -3BDtk-2CD, u5f= AD, 

u(70 =2B Ct3 + 3BDt, - D 22, U( = A. Bt3 (k 1, 2, 

Let x19 Cx4 be the coordinates of the point of intersection of these three 
planes. We must then have 

ZuX^)x. -0 (k-1, 2, 3). 

Solving these equations we find 

x, = A (t2t3 + t3tl + tl t2), 

(22) x2 =A(t?+t2+t3), 

3=3Bt1t2t3 + 2C(t2t3 + t3t1 + tlt2) + D(t1 + t2 + t3), 

X = B ( t2 t3 + t3 tl + t1 t2) + 2C(t1 + t2 + t3 ) + 3D, 

and a simple caleulation will show that E vi x. = 0, i. e., as we have stated, the 
point of intersection of the three osculating planes lies in the plane of the three 
poinlts of osculation. 

In our null-system then, the plane (21) and the poilnt (22) correspond to each 
other. To find the explicit equations for this correspondence, we need only 
eliminate t,, t2, t3 between equations (21) and (22). Denoting by o and o' two 
proportionality factors, we find: 

av)= + 4(C2- BD)X2 + ABx3 -2ACX4, 

2 = -4 (C2 BD)xl + X + 2ACx3 -ADx4, 
(23) 

coV3 = -ABx, 2A Cx2 + * + A2;4, 

cO)v4 = 2A Cx1 + ADx - A2X3 + *; 
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coixi * + A2v2 + ADc3 + 2ACv4, 

(24) 2 - A2v1 + * - 2A0v3 - ABI4, 

a) X3- ADv1 + 2ACv2 + + 4(C2 -BD)v4, 

coX4- 2ACv? + ABv2 -4(2- BD)v3 + 

But associated with the null-system we have a linear complex, made up of all 
of the lines passing through a point, which lie at the same time in the plane 
corresponding to this point in the null-system. Introduce line coordinates by 

putting aik) XiYk - = ' = ViWk - Wi , where x1i* x4 and y1...y4 are 
coordinates of two points oln the line, and where v ... V4, W1 ... w4 are the coor- 
dinates of two planes containing the line. Then the equ,ation of the conmplex 
may be written in either of the forms 

(25) - 4(C2 - BD))12 -ABo13 + 2ACa14 - 2A Ca23 -ADw42 -A2w34 0, 

_ 4 (C2-_BD)co',3-ABco2 + 2A Cco'2 
(26) 3 ~~~42 2Ao3 

(26) +12A 4 - 1AD3 A2w2 0. 

This complex becomes special if A2BD = 0, i. e., only if the cubic degenerates. 
To the fleenode P, (X2 =x3 = X4 = 0) corresponds the planie 

[0, -4(C2 -BD), -AB, 2AC]. 

Therefore, if C2 - BD = 0, i. e., if the dlerivative cubic is tangent to the 
generator g, the corresponding plane passes through g. If C= 0, i. e., 

1/U, const. the plane passes through P, Py. Therefore, if the intersections 
qf the cubic with g and the Jlecnodes form a harmonic group on g, the plane 
corresponding to each Jlecnode passes through that point of the derived ruled 
surface which corresponds to the other. 

? 3. The osculating linear comnplex. 

There is another linear complex associated with every generator of a ruled 
surface, even more important than the one just considered. A linear complex 
is determined by five of its lines, provided that these have no two straight line 
intersectors. Let us consider five generators of a ruled surface, g and four 
others. As the four other generators approach coincidence with g, a definite 
linear complex will in general be obtained as a limit. We shall speak of it as 
the linear complex osculating S along g. 

Instead of determining the complex by five consecutive generators of S, it 
will be advisable to determine it by ineans of two pairs of linies which are recip- 
rocal polars with respect to it. Two such pairs are obviously constituted by 
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the fleenode tangent of g and of another generator infinitesimally close to g. 
Let us denote by g., f' f g " respectively the generator of 8, the first and 
the second flecnode tangents and the generator of S' which belong to the argu- 
n)ent x. Similarly we denote by gx+x, etc., the corresponding lines belonging 
to the argument x + 8x, where 8x is an infinitesimal. 

Clearly fX and f" are the directrices of the osculating linear congruence, 
(determined by four consecutive generators). Therefore all lines intersecting 
f and f' belong to the osculating linear comnplex, which must therefore be of 
the form 
(27) ac%M + bC)42 - O 

Change the parameter x by an infinitesirnal quantitv 8x. The flecnode tan- 
gents fx+s and f+8 must again be the directrices of a linear congruence con- 
tained in the complex. We have 

~~~~~18 px+sx =-px ?p'x,etc. Yx+sx, =Yx + Y8Z X+x P 8,ec 

If we substitute the values of y', p', etc., from Covariants, equations (21) and 
(33), we shall find 

2yx+sx 2y + (P -P11y - p12 >3-) x, 

2zx+s- 2z + (o - P21Y- -P22z)8x, 

2px+s= 2p + [U11y + "12- P1P - P12 5] 83X, 

2ort+Sw 2o + [U21y + U22 9-21P 2 1-22j x9 

where of course t12 and u21 may be equated to zero, since C and C constitute 
the fleenode curve. 

Now clearlv, the coefficients of y, , p, a- in the expressions 

p?+8X + kYx+y.x and z+Sx + Lz"+S?r 

will be the co6rdinates of two arbitrary points P1 and P21 situated on fj+ 
and f> respectively. If (27) is the equation of the osculating complex, the 
plane which corresponds in it to Pi must contain P2 for arbitrary values of X 
and ,t. This consideration will enable us to determine the ratio a: b. 

We find first, remembering that ut 2 = t21 0, for P1 and P2 the coordi- 
nates: 

XI X2 X3 >'4 

P1 2X+(U11- Xp11)8X -P12& 2+(-p 11?X)& p126 

P2 -/1)21 8x 2/ + (qu22-_p22)8X P21 8& 2 + (-p22+ 8X)& 
Trans. Am. Alath. Soc. 16 
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But, if we denote by u,, *.., u4 the coordinates of the plane which corre- 
sponds to the point x, , , x4 in the linear complex (27), we find 

u1=- ax3 u2= + bx 4 3 = axl u4 = - bx2. 

Substituting for x1, *., x4 the coordinates of P1, and writing down the condi- 
tion that P2 shall lie in the plane corresponding to P1, we find that we must 
have 

a(,u -X)P21 + b( X - P )P12 ? 

for arbitrary values of X and p, i. e_, a: b - P12: P21 

Therefore, the equattion of the osculating linzear complex, in the system of 
cobrdinates here employed, is 

(28) 1v12 (l3 + P21 (042 = 0 

The point-plane correspondence, determined by this complex, is given by the 
equations 

(29) u-1 = 12X3, u2 = 9P21X49 U3 - P12X1 U4 = P21 X2 

Let us consider a point on the generator g. There will correspond to it, in 
this complex, a plane, obviously containing the generator itself. But to every 
point of g there also corresponds another plane through g, viz., the plane tan- 
gent to the ruled surface at that point. Clearly, there will exist in general two 
points on g at which these two planes will coincide. We shall call them the 
complex points of g, and their locus on S, the comzplex curve of the surface. 
We proceed to determine the complex points of g. 

The plane corresponding to any point of g0 (x1 x2,0 0), in the osculating 
linear complex, has the coordinates 

(30) ui = 0 , u2-0 = u3=- p12X1 9 it4 =P21X29 

The coordinates of the plane, tangent to S at the same poinit, are fotund most 
easily by comnputing the equationi of the plane tangent to the osculating hyper- 
boloid HI at that point. They are (0, 0, X2, - x1). This plane and (30) 
coincide if and only if - P12 Xi P21 2 = X2: - XI' i. e., if 

(31) P2X_ p2i%X2 = 0. 

This shows that the complex points and the flecnodes form a halrmonic group 
on every generator qf the surface. 

If in (7) we put ult + Ui22 = 0, we find that the derivative cubic intersects g 
precisely in the complex points. Therefore: if the surface S' qf the congru- 
ence F is so chosen that it intersects the flecnode surface of S in an asymptotic 
curve, the surface of derivative cubics will intersect S along its complex curve. 
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If S is contained in a linear compiex, the complex curve is at the same tim7e 
an asymptotic curve. 

For, we notice in the first place that under our assumptions the factors of the 
the expression p2z2- p21y2 determine the comnplex points. Let us assume 
P- p22- 0, which we may do without affecting the generality of our argu- 
ment. Then the condition A = 0 for a linear comnplex becomes P12/p21 = const. 
If we nlow make the transformation 

x7 = 1"P21Y + Vp12,' = VP21Y P124, 

we find that in the transformed system of differential equations, r12 = r2l =- ? 
the coefficients of this transformned system being denoted by Greek letters. But 
this proves that Cn and C; are asymptotic lines on S. It is geometrically 
evident that the tangents of this asymptotic curve will be lines of the linear 
complex. 

LIE seems to have been the first to notice the existence of this special asymp- 
totic curve on a ruled surface belonging to a linear complex. He noticed in 1871 
that its determination requires no integration, and that all other asymptotic curves 
can be obtained by quadratures. * These latter remarks we can also verify 
at once from our theory. PICARD found the same theorems independently in 
1877. t These theorems on the determination of all of the asymptotic curves 
by quadratures if one of them is known, follow at once from the fact first noted 
by BONNET that their equation is of the RICCATI forn, and had already been 
explicitly formulated and applied to special surfaces by CLEBSCH. t It seems 
that Voss ? was the first to notice that this asymptotic curve and the flecnode 
curve divide the generators of the surface harmonically. CREMONA1 however 
had already observed this in the special case of a surface with two straight line 
directrices. The general notion of the complex curve, its relation to the deriva- 
tive surface and to the surface of derivative cubics do not seem to occur in the 
literatuire of the subject. 

There always exists a pair of points harmonically conjugate to each of two 
given pairs. We see easily that the pair 

(32) p y2 +p1 22 

is thus situated with respect to the flecnodes as well as the complex points. 
They are therefore the double points of an involution of which the flecnodes 

*LIE, Verhandl. d. Ges. d. Wiss. Christiania (1871), Mathematische Annalen, 
vol. 5 (1872). 

t PrCARD, TMmse, Paris (1877). See also DARBOUIx, Bulletin (1877), p. 335, and Annales 
de l'Ecole Normale (1877). 

tCLEBSCeO Crelle's Journal, vol. 68. 
% Voss, Mathematische Annaleen, vol. 8 (1875). 
I| CREMONA, Annali di Matematiche (1867-68). 
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and the complex points are two pairs. We will call them the itvxolute points, 
their locus the involu,te curve. Of course these three pairs cannot be real at 
the same time. 

Consider the expression 
(33) -y 0 E -4 C, 
where 

C u =12 z2 t 21 y2 +( Ull - 22 ) yz, E= V12 Z V21 Y2 + ( V - V22 ) yz. 

It is easy to prove that y is a covariant. Moreover it reduces to (32) under 
our special assumptions. Therefore, the factors of the covai-iant 94E -9 C 
gitve the expressions for the involute )oints in invariant formi. If 

(34) 0,ul 0 vl_ 0, O Sqt l042 ? (34) O~~~~412 94'12= 04 21 94v21-O 

the comnbined locus of C and C constitutes the involute curve. If however 
y z 

(35) u 11 ub22 01 v 1 -v 22 = 0 

then CJ and Cz together constitute the complex curve. 
We cani also write down a covariant whose factors give directly the complex 

points. It is found by writing down the conditions that a quadratic in y and z 
shall represent points which divide the pair of the fleenodes, and the pair of 
involute points harmonically. We find in this way, that the factors of' 

(36) [(u11 - it22 ) V12 VII -( v22 ) U12 ]2 + [(U 1- 22 ) V21 

- (V - V22) "21 ] y2 + 2 ["12v21 - u21v12] yz 

r-epresent the complex points. One of the covariants (33) or (36) should be 
added to the list (Covariants, p. 433). which is incomplete as it stands. 

VVe can easily show that the derivative cubic cannot intersect g in its involute 
points unless S is a quadric. Moreover if the derivative cubic intersects g in 
two points which are harnmonic conjugates with respect to the complex point, S 
canl only be a quadric. The cubic will however intersect g in two points 
harmonic conjugates with respect to the involute points, provided that 

I I + "22 0, i. e., provided that 5' intersects the fleciiode surface of S in an 
asymptotic curve. It then passes through the comtiplex points. 

It is fuirther clear, geomnetrically as well as analytically, that the two complex 
points, as well as the two involute points, can coincide only if S has a straight 
line directrix or if the flecnodes coincide. They become indeterminate if S has 
two straight line directrices. 

To every poinit P' of g' there corresponds a plane in the osculating linear 
complex, as well as the plane tangent to S at P'. When do these planes 
coincide ? 
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Let the coordinates of P' be (O, 0, al, a2). The plane, corresponiding to 
P' in the complex, has the coordinates (aIPI2, - a2p215 0, 0), so that it con- 
tains g'. The coordinates of the plane tangent to S' at P' are of course the 
samne as those of the plane tangent to H' at P', which may be obtained from 
(5), viz: (uf U-2 a u 2u , O0 0). These planles coinicide if and only if 

2 02 
11 P12al= U122P)21 a2. 

The corresponding points on g are again harmonic conjugates with respect to 
the flecnodes, i. e., those asymptotic tangents of S which join g to the points. of 
g', the planes corresponding to which in the linear complex are the plan-es tani- 
gent to S', are harmonic conjugates with respect to the flecnode tangents. 

The planes which correspond to these two points of g' in the null-system of 
the cubic, do not colntain '. 

?4. Relation of the osculating linear conmplex to the linear complex of the 
derivative cubic. 

The equations of the two comiiplexes are 

I-4 4(C2 _ BD) c12 + ABw13 + AD)42 

(37) + A234? + 2ACU23- 2ACa14= 0, 

Q22 =PI2 13 + P21 "42 = . 

Their simultaneous invariant is 

(38) - 2u11 u22 ( ll U22 )2 ( U11 + U22 )P12P21, 

which, leaving aside the cases when S' is developable or when S has one or 
more straight line directrices, vanishes if and only if u11 + u'22 = . Therefore, 
the osculating linear complex anzd the comiplex of the derivative cubic are in 
involution itf the first derivative ruled surface cuts out asymptotic c trves on 
the Jecnode surface of X, and the cubic passes through the comiplex points of jg. 
Some of our previous theorems are consequences of this. 

The two special complexes which are contained in the famiily 

xnl + 2Q2 0 ? , 
where X and k are constants, are those for which 

- 3A 2BDX2 - 2u1 1U22 ( Ull - U22 )2 ( Ull + U22)p12P21 X" + P12P212 = 0 

or, discarding aggain the case when S has a straight directrix, 

- 12 u3 'U32u - u2)4 X2 - 2,u112(u1- 2)2 (u +l u2) k,+p2 0. 12l U22 ( Ull - 22 ) - U1 22 ( Ull -U22 )2(Ul+ U22) X/ + # 

They coincide if 

u11 222 (Ull - U22 + U22+ 121 U22 (Ull - U22)4 - 0, 
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i. e, if 5' is developable, if S is a quadric, or if 

(39) (ull + u22)2 + 12ull U22 0. 

We can always choose the independent variable so as to satisfy this condition. 
In fact, if we change the independent variable by putting t = (x), according 
to Congruence, equation (5), we shall ha-ve 

(II 2 + 't22 2i11i22 = 

if t be taken as any solution of the equation 

(40) 64,u2 + 32(u,, + u22)A + (itll + u22)2 +12u U1.2 = 0, 

where 

H ,xI} D -2 q2, D {e 

Ther efore, there exist two families of ox non-developable ruled suqfaces in the 
congrtence F such thatt the lineair congruence, common to the osculating linear 
complex of S and the linear conplex of the derivative cubic, shatll have coinci- 
deent directrices. Any four surfaces of one family intersect all of the asymp- 
totic tangents of S in a point row of constant anharmonic ratio. The two 
families never coincide unless 04 - 0 1 i. e., unless the flecnode curve intersects 
every generator in two coincident points. But in this case the congruence is 
not defined. If S has a straight line directiix this congruence is degenerate. 

The co6rdinates of the plane, which corresponds to a point (x1, x2, 0, 0) of 
g in the null-system of the cubic, are 

4(C2 BD)x2, -4(C2-BD)x1, -ABx,-2ACX2, 2ACx1+ADX2. 

This plane contains g if and only if C2 - BD 0, i. e., if the derivative cubic is 
tangent to g. It will coincide with the plane tangent to S at this point, if further 

-ABx1 - 2A Cx2 = Cox21 2A Cxl + ADx2- cox1, 

where co is a proportionality factor, or 

ABx1+ (2AC +co)x2= 0 (2AC+co)x1+ ADx2 0-, 

whence follows co = - A C or - 3A C. We have therefore 

C: B D : C or x:x2= C: BoD: C. 

These poilnts are harmonic conjugates with respect to the flecnodes. 
Therefore, if the derivative cubic is tangent to g, there are two points of g 

whose tangent planes are the planes corresponding to them in the null-system 
of the cutbic. These points and the flecnodes f'orm a harmonic group on g. 
They never coincide with the complex points unless the rifled sulface has a 
straight line directrix. 
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The planes, corresponding to a point of g in the null-systenm of the cubic and 
in the osculatinig complex, coincide if 

C2 - BD = 0, 
(AB -tp19)x + 2A(Cx20, 

2ACx? + (AD -toP21) X2 0 

where t is a root of the quadratic 

(41) co2 + 2it lu2(u11 - 22) (,,11 + m29)t- 12U3ut3(a'11 - a22)4 - 0 

neglecting again the case when S has a straight line direetrix. These two poinits 
of g coincide if (u,, + in22 )2 + 12uI t2 =_ 0 

.More generally, if we write down the colnditions that the sanme planie shall 
corresponid to a poilnt (X I . x2, X3, X7 ) in the oscutlating linear complex and in 
the complex of the cutbic, we shall obtain as the locus of these points two straight 
lines, the (lirectrices of the congruence common to the two complexes. These 
conditions are as follows, XI * * X4 must satisfy the equiations: 

* 4 (C2 - BDD)?A B + --o2B ) X3- 2A0 =, 

(42) -4(2 BD) x? + - + 2AC$,3 -(uD-to)2I)X4 = 0? 

-(AB-- P 12 )XI -2A Cr + * + A O, 

2A Cxl + ('A-D-t O)21 ) X:-A2"X3+ =0 , 

the vanishing of whose skew-symmetric dcetermiiniant gives for to the quadratic 
equation (41), which may also be written 

(41a) (AB -p12)(AD -oP21) + 4A2(C2 -BD)-4A2C2 =0. 

Let to1 and to2 be the two roots of this equation. If we eliminate x3 from the 
first two, x4 from the last two equations of (42), if we make use of (41a) and 
assume that neither A lnor C2 - BD is zero, we shall find 

(AB-to 2) -- *2A C2? A2X4= 0, 
(k =1, 2), 

-4(C - BD)2 -(AB-1;Pp12)X3 + 2A C0x4 =0 
whence 

- 2 C(AB - tOkPI2)X1 - 4ABDJL2 + A (AB - toiP12)X3 =h0O 

(43) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~( k= 1 , 2 ), (43) --(AB-to, P12)x1 2A C 2+ A2X4 = ? 

the equations of the two directrices in simpler form than in (42). 
A line joining the point (X1 x X2, 0, 0) of g to tlle poinit (0, 0, x1 X X2) of g' 

is a generator of the second kind on H. It is not difficult to see that it will 
intersect the directrix (43) if and only if 

(44) - (AB - tk])2xw + 4 A2BDz = 0. 
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Hence, the two points, in which either of the directrices of the congruenlce com- 
mon to the two complexes intersects the osculating hyperboloid, determine upon 
this hyperboloid two generators of the second set which are harmonic conjugates 
with respect to the flecnode tangents. 

It also follows easily that the two pairs thus obtained, one corresponding, to 
each directrix, coincide only if (u,, + 't2)2 + 1u l22 - 0 i. e., if the direc- 
trices themselves coinicide. Further if one of these pairs intersects g in the 
involute points, the same is truie of the other pair, so that this can only happen 
if the directrices coincide. Finally, such a pair of generators of H can pass 
through the complex points only if S has a straight line directrix, or if S' is 
developable. 

The line joining the points (X1, 0, x3, 0) and (0, x1, , X3) is a generator 
of the first set on H. The co6rdinates of an arbitrary point of this line are 
(Xz 8,, x1, 3 9X3). This line will therefore intersect one of tlle directrices 
of the congruence if x1, x3, X, , can be determined so as to satisfy the equations 

X [-2 C( A-B - 1)1P2)XI + A (AB - O,)Pl2)X3] - 4pABDx1 = 0 , 

-x(AB - 
(tyP12)XI + FL(- 2A Cx1 + A 2x3) 0, 

which gives either A = 0, AB - 6lPI2 _0, or 

(45) 4(C2- BD)x - 4A x1w3 + A 2x2 = 0; 

The first two cases give either a surface AS with a straight line dii-ectrix, or else 
a developable suirface S'. Leaving these cases aside we notice that (45) does 
not contain clo) so that if the line oil H here considered intersects one of the 
directrices it intersects the other also. Combining this with our previous result, 
we see that the following theorem holds. 

The four points in which the directrices qf the congruence, common to the 
osculating linear complex and the linear complex of the derivative cubic, interl- 
sect the osculating hyperboloid can be grouped into two patirs, such that the 
line joining the members of each pair shall be a generator of the first set 
upon the hyperboloicl. Upon this generator this patir of points, together with 
the intersections of the generator with the flecnode tangents,forn a harmonic 
gr-oup. 

The plane, corresponding to a point (XI 9 0, 0) of g in the null-system of 
the cubic, intersects the flecnode tangents 

f' in the point [ABxl + 2A CX2 , 0 , 4 (O 2-BD) X2, 0] 

J"' in the point [ 0, 2AA C1 + AD X2, 9, 4( C2- BD)x1]. 
The line joining these points is a generator of H, if either 

A =0, or C 2 BD-0 or Bx -Dx2 0. 
Therefore, there exist in general two poinTts on g, harmonic con1jugates with 
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respect to the flecnodes, such that the planes, corresponding to them in the null- 
system of the derivative cubic, pass through a generator qf the osculating 
hyperboloid. If the cubic is tangent to g the null-plane of any point of g con- 
tains a generator of Hf, viz, g itself. If A = 0 likewise, all points of g satisfy 
the condition of the theoreml. Their null-plalnes all pass through g'. 

? 5. Various theorems concerning the flecnode surface. Tihe principal suiftice 
of the congruence 1. 

Let us consider the planes which osculate the fleenode curve of S at P , and 
Pz. We have of course u 012= t21 ? If xI X21 X3% X4 are the coordinates of 
an arbitrary poinit of the plane osculating c, at PJ, we have for the equiation 
of this plane 

SCI Ss 2 3 4 

Y1 X2 Y3 Y4 
=0. 

yi Y2 Y3 Y4 

But y' Y2 Y3 Y' 

PA :, PllYk -P12, 2zA=k 2 P21Yk P22 Zk- 

YkP =p11 Yn + P12 ';. + q1 Y, + q12 z7, etc. 
If we assume again p1l 0, and substitute into the above equation, it 
becomes 

Y,, Y2, ...=0 
= 0. 

P1 P12 -'l P2 - P12 2 . 

P12 ' + 2q12 715 P12 2 + 2q12 l2' 

But if we introduce again our fundamental tetrahedron PY P Pp P, this 
becomes 
(46a) P12X2 p12x3 - q12X4 ?0 
In the same way we find the equation of the plane osculating 01 at Pz to be 

(46b) p2121 2q21x3 + p>1x4 - 0- 

To these equations muist be added the conditions u12 = - 0, if Cy and C are 
the two portions of the flecnode curve. 

Let us assume that this is the case. The osculating planes at Py and P. 
intersect along a straight line, whose intersections with the osculating hyper- 
boloid may now be found. If x1 * , x. are the coordinates of one of these 
points of intersection, we find 

P12/)21 2 -22q12P21 X1 (r912 2 - 412 /21 ) X3' 

P(2 P.) I 4 1p12 1 -21 XI + 2q2 1p2 X, 
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where the ratio of x1: x3 is deterimiined by the quadratic 

(48) (p1 pS1 2 4q12 21 )x + 2(p12 21 + p1q2 )X1 X3 - p12P21 = 0.2 

Therefore if p19 q21 + P21 q12 ? 0 i. e., if P12P21 = const., the two generators 
qf the first kind on H which pass through these points are harmonic conjugates 
with respect to g and g'. Jf 

(49) (p12 qn 21 q 2) ?p12p21 = 0, 

the intersection of the two osculating planes is tangent to the hyperboloid. 
This latter property is obviously characteristic of a class of ruled surfaces, anld 
can be expressed in invariant form. 

_f 03 02 + 160k = 0, the ruled suiface S has the following characteristic 
property. The planes, which osculate the Jecnode curve at the two points of 
its intersection with any genterator, intersect in a line which is tangent to the 
osculating hyperboloid. 

To prove this it is sufficient to notice that the invarianit eqnation 

(49a) 0302 + 16030 = 0 

reduces to (49) under our special assumptions. Further we notice: 
If the independent variable is chosen so that 010/04 = const., the generator 

g of thefirst derived sui:face is the harmonic conjugate qf g with respect to 
the two generators of} the same kind on H which are determined by the points 
in which the line of intersection of the two osculating planes intersects H. 

The plane osculating the flecnode curve at Py intersects the flecnode tangenlt 
f" which passes through P. in the point ( 0, 2qI2, 0 , P12) -Similarly, the plane 
osculating Cz at P. intersectsf' in the point ( 2q21, 0 , P21. 0). Therefore, the 
linie joining these points is a zelnerator of H if and only if Pl2 q21-p21 q12 = 0, 
i. e., if S belongs to a linear complex. In other words: the points in which the 
two planes, osculating the flecnode cutrve at its points qf intersection with any 
generator, intersect the flecnode tangents are situated upon the sarme generator 
qt' the osculating hyperboloid if and only if the suiface belongs to a linear 
conmplex. 

To each of the two planes (46a) ancd (46b) corresponds a point in that plane 
by means of the osculating linear complex. These points have the co6rdinates 

(-P12p21, - 2q129 0, -P12) anld (2q21, P12P219 P219 0). 
We find that the line joining them intersects H in two points which form a har- 
monic grouip with the first two, if S belongs to a linear complex. It is tangent 
to II if (49) is satisfied. Therefore, if the tqwo planes, oscutlating the flecnode 
curve at its two points qf inatersection with a generator, intersect in a line 
which is tangent to the osculating hyperboloid, the line joining the two points 
of these planes which correspond to them in the osculating linear conmplex is 
also tangent to the osculating hyperboloid, and conversely. 
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WTe have seen that, under the assumptions u12 u= = p = p22= 0, the 
equations of the sheet F' of the flecnode surface assume the form (15). Let 
us denote by UikR the quiantities formed for this system according to the same law 
as are the quantities ui,k for the equationis of S. Then we shall have 

12 = 21 4( q-q2'2 ) + 1 1 U22 = 4 (qll-q22 - 

The curve C is a branch of the flecnode curve on F' as well as on S. The 
y 

other branch is the locus of the point 

U21Y - (Ull -22)P 
Now if the transformation : = (x) is made, p is converted into 

P= - (P + 71y), where X . 

Therefore, if a transformation {, = t, (x) is made such that the derivative sur- 
face of S with respect to t: shall cut out upon F' the second branch of its 
flecnode curve, {, must be so chosen that 

(50a) q11-q22 2 
-ll Q22 P12 

Similarly the second branch of the flecnode curve on F" will be obtained by 
putting 

Qii - 2 1 (50b) 7_ 2 - _. 
qll - 722 )21 

The two surfaces of F thus obtaiiied coincide only if AS belongs to a linear com- 
plex, i. e., the secondl branches of the fJeenodle curves on the two sheets tf the 
flecnode surtcace of S correspond to each other only if S belongs to a linear 
com?plex. 

We have seen that the plane osculating C at P initersects f" in the point 
y 

2q12z + P12'O. The corresponding point onf', i. e., the point obtained by find- 
ing the intersection of f' with the corresponding generator of IE, is given by 
2q12y+ pl2p. We findl a surface of F wlhich intersects f' and f" in these 
points by making a transformation of the independent variables for which 
= 2912/p,2, or if we denote this special value of X by q, 

2= 2712. 
P12 

If we now denote by v the expression 
- q7ll 

- 
q22 

2 7i -2 72 
qll q22 

we find 
X= - + 1) 

and similarly 
= 9 (X2 + Y2> 
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This gives us a very important result. For, we have frequently made use of a 
normal form for our system of differential equations, in which 04= coilst. But 
in order to have 04= const., we must make precisely the transformnation deter- 
mined by yj. On accounit of its importance, we will call the surface of r which 
is thus obtained, the principal surface of the congruence, and the curves in 
which it intersects the two sheets of the flecnode surface of S their principal 
curves. We see then that the principal surface may be constructed as follows. 

We consider the flecnodes P. and Pz oJ'g, the planes py and p, osculating 
the flecutode curve at these points, and the points P' and P" upon the flecnode 
tangenats f ' anadf " whose loci are the second branches of the flecnode curves on 
the two sheets F' and F" of the flecnode surface. The plane py intersectsf " 
in a certain point to which corresponds a point on f ' such ttat the line joining 
them is a generator of the osculating hyperboloid. This latter point togeth4er 
with P' constitute a pair, such that the harmnonic conjugate of' Py with re.pect 
to it is the point in which the principal surface intersects f'. The intersection 
withf"' is found in the same way. 

We might also say, that in this way there is determined, upon the generators 
of H, an involution whose double elements are g and the generator of the 
principal surface. 

This construction is especially important for the complete geometrical inter- 
pretation of the covariant CQ. For, the interpretation given in a former paper, 
(Covariants, p. 450), rests upon the use of the principal surface, since 04 is 
assumed to be constant, a fact which appears clearly from the detailed proof of 
the theorem there givenl, but which is not miientioned explicitly in its enuncia- 
tions as it should have been. 

By cotmibiniing a nuumber of our previous results with the notioni of the pr-inici- 
pal suirface, we obtain a number of theorems, which may be easily verified. 
They provide inteipretations for the vanishinig of certaini invaiiants, and there- 
fore furnish characteristic properties of certain families of ruled surfaces. I 
write them down without proof. 

If 015 = 0, 64 $ 0, the principal sitiface is the harmonic coiljugate of S 
with respect to the two ruled surfaces of F which cut out the second branches 
oJ the Jiecnode cutrves on F' and F". 

If 0604 -9010 = 0, the principal surface intersects F' and F" along asynmp- 
totic curves. 

If 405 - 6 o)2 = 0, the principal suinface is developable. 
If 025- 02 ol4 , the principal surface intersects onte qf the sheets of the 

ftecnode surface along the second branch of its fiecuode curve. It thus inter- 
sects both sheets if 01. 0 = 0. PARIS Octo9 

PARIS, October 6, 1903. 
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